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INTRODUCTION

 EANN training and topology



MOTIVATION

Major focus

 Representation using different sizes of sensors 

around Mario

 Generalization performance by the chosen 

representation

Minor focus

 Training methods



REPRESENTATION AND TOPOLOGY

Input
 Array sensors around Mario, matrix size 0, 3, 5, 7 or 9

 Is Mario on ground? 

 Is Mario able to jump? 

 Is Mario able to shoot? 

 Mario mode, small, large or fire 

 Is there an obstacle in the cell in front of Mario? 

 Is there an enemy in the cell in front of Mario? 

 Is there a pit one cell in front of Mario? 

Output
 Left

 Right

 Jump

 Shoot



Output

• Left

• Right

• Jump

• Shoot



TRAINING METHODS

 Selection strategies

 Tournament

 Ranking

 Roulette wheel

 Crossover strategies

 Uniform

 Custom uniform

 Montana and David

 Setup

 Population 100

 Generations 100

 Elitism 20%

 No steady state

 Gaussian Mutation 2%



LEARNING



LEARNING



RESULTS

Matrix 

size

0 3 5 7 9 Forward Jumping 

Agent

Fitness 2366 2417 1692 1194 850 2436

Levels 

passed

528 569 256 108 44 573

 1000 levels



REFLECTION

 All the agents learn the same strategy: run and jump forward 

over obstacles and enemies while shooting.

 The chosen representation does not make a generalized agent 

that performs well. 

 The test result showed that the agent with least input 

information performed best on random levels. 

 Training time is high for large input space

 The agents probably didn’t generalize well because they are over-

fit to the trained levels.

 Hidden layer was fixed to size 20, there was no attention to this 

part and might well have affect the over-fitting problem.

 The input and output could be preprocessed to higher level 

information and actions for better learning and AI performance.



QUESTIONS?


